
12.1 2018 MTB ORIENTEERING CONFERENCE REPORT

POSITIVES
Three NOL Rounds, all of a high standard, were held in VIC, QLD & ACT. Two races had to be postponed in Victoria in
March due to fire bans. These were re-scheduled to June. Two races of the World Masters Series, were held in
conjunction with ACT Champs and this added quite a few riders from NZ and one from Great Britain.

There was a trial of pedal assist E-bikes being allowed unofficially on courses in 2018 .
This caused no problems at all & states may consider offering a separate class for E-bikes from 2019.

NZ Team partnership at WOC. This year our small Australian World Championship team of 3 combined with the 3-person
NZ team for both training and competition, with me coaching both teams.  NZ supplied a manager in Andrew Skelton who I
also mentored.  The greater numbers made training activities more useful and was advantagous on the social side too.

World Masters results again good.
9 Australian riders:    Marina Iskhakova (W40) 2 gold, 2 bronze; Carolyn Jackson (W60) 4 gold.

ISSUES
1 Declining number of elite and junior participants.

We have failed; a) to attract mtb riders from outside orienteering
b) to attract many riders from foot orienteering
c) to retain good juniors.

2 Need to try to introduce more races of the mass start and relay format at state and national level so riders are more
familiar with them at international level.

3 State Champs are held in 5 states, but not in Tasmania or NT atm.
NT has run its first event in Darwin this year, with quite a few being held in Alice Springs over the last 5 years.

4 Possible national champs at Alice Springs.  It would be ideal to host a national championships & Aus v NZ Challenge
again in Alice, given the huge extension of track networks.  (Was held there in 2014)
However, a lack of Mtbo personnel and finance to “import” mappers, course setters etc. are limiting factors.

5 Rule needed in Mtbo re closeness of controls. (This follows issues with close controls in May NOL events)
I will follow this up with IOF.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1) IOF Controller’s course be run in Australia.
Funds to subsidize flights to & from Europe for an IOF expert, Sandor Talas, to conduct an IOF MTBO Controllers

Course in Oct 2019 in Australia.   $1600 (66% of $2,400)

Australia has no resident MTBO IOF controller.
ACT would like to conduct WRE events in 2020 / 2021, as would other states if we have a controller or two.
Such a course would also in-service our present national level controllers.

Sandor Talas (Hungary) would visit Australia in Oct 2019 to conduct an IOF controllers’ course immediately before the
Australian Champs at Maryborough, Victoria.
As this will be a World Masters Series event and an Aus v Nz Challenge event, this will attract all main riders from both
countries and probably a handful from overseas.
Sandor could also run a short “Rules” seminar for all riders, especially in respect to rules at international events, like when
to protest.
Sandor is willing to visit and would be happy to pay one third of his airfare himself, as he would also compete and spend a
week or two holidaying in Australia.



We can try to approach NZ for a contribution, but as they get minimal support (entry fees at WOC only) I doubt they would
be forthcoming.
I will approach IOF through OA, requesting one third.

2) OA Webpage needs to have a streamlined one link to MTBO with further links from there to all MTBO related
information.

A very negative presentation for MTBO atm, with links seemingly hidden.

3) Funds to run a one day Development Conference for MTBO, in conjunction with a NOL event.
Cost $1,000.

MTBO has never had a Development conference.
At the annual Aus Champs we hold a meeting immediately before the official dinner, but during this we rarely have time to
cover more than the immediate items.
This would give time for sharing of ideas; brainstorming; future planning; and discussion of mapping developments.
Anticipated 10-12 people, with invitations to all states.
Budget to be utilized for payment for accommodation for 1 extra night around a NOL event and hire of venue, if needed.

4) Australian Sports Foundation.
Would be useful to have 1 person allocated to help have this promoted thru main events on Eventor and in setting

up individual sites.

5) MTBO to be involved in the National Junior Development camp, by running one mtbo session, where feasible.
(Talk with applicable coach)

In Europe most mtbo international juniors and elites come from a foot O background.  Some juniors, like Kilian Wymer do
both simultaneously.   Not all Australian juniors will make foot O Jwoc / WOC and this would give them another avenue to
explore.    A short mtbo course could be set up, with participants doing it in relay fashion.  Perhaps 10 hire/ loan bikes for
30 participants.

6) Masters Mtbo & foot O high achievers be recognized with 2 separate “Masters Athlete of the Year” Awards.
This would be for recognition of performances at international level.
Australia punches above its weight at the master’s level and this should be recognized.

7) A role of honour of all MTBO & Foot O WOC teams should be officially listed on the OA website, with podium
places noted.

This is an important historical record, which should be easily accessible in one place.

Kay Haarsma

(OA MTBO Co-ordinator)



COACH’S REPORT

2018 MTBO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS - Zwettl, AUSTRIA
1 – AUSTRALIAN TEAM
RIDERS:  Men – Ricky Thackray (WA); Glen Charlton (VIC); Joel Young (QLD)

COACH: Kay Haarsma (SA)      Manager:  Natasha Sparg (WA)
Note: Lucy Mackie had a shoulder operation early in the year & subsequently made herself unavailable for what
would have been her last Jwoc year.

2 – SELECTION TRIALS
The selection weekend of 3 races in Creswick, Victoria were beset by a total fire ban on both days.
The sprint on the golf course and surrounds was the only race that was possible.
We made alternative arrangements via a later selection race in Ballarat and also including the May NOL events in
QLD for one borderline competitor.  In the end he was not selected.

3 – “DOWN UNDER” TEAM
Because of our likely small team I had offered, on behalf of OA, to also arrange training and to coach any New
Zealand representatives.  They accepted this and 1 male elite, 2 junior girls and a manager (Andrew Skelton)
joined us.  We each had one 9 seater vehicle for people & bikes.

4 - TRAINING OVERSEAS
The team met 11 days before the first race at Villach, some 400kms from Vienna.  They raced in the 2 day
Austrian Champs initially and then trained in that area for another 3 days and then moved Bad Voslau, some
30kms from Vienna.  We trained there and also did a sprint race in Vienna before moving on some 100kms to
Zwettl.
Ricky & Joel had also raced the Swedish 5 Days MTBO competition in Sweden immediately before the training
camp – ideal.

5 - WOC WEEK
Most teams stayed at the Edelhof agricultural college some 3kms from Zwettl in 2 person rooms.
We had most meals there.  These were poor in quality but good in quantity.

6 - TEAM PERFORMANCES
NAME SPRINT MIDDLE LONG MASS START RELAY

Pl  time  behind Pl time  behind Pl time  Behind Pl  time  behind Pl  time  behind
Ricky 57  20.39     +4 53   1hr.33    +31 57   2hr.35  +38 58   1hr.45    +24 41.23
Glen MP 58   1hr.43    +41 DSQ 74   1hr.59    +39 46.00
Joel DSQ MP & Mech 64    3hr05 +68 76   2hr.07    +46 16  50.10    +29

Best NZ – Elite: Conal Bristow-Boland   56th in middle.
Juniors:  Tegan Knightbridge  18th in long;    Georgia Skelton 4th in middle 55mins - +3mins

7- BIKE PROBLEMS
Joel = chain breakage twice and rear wheel spokes and rim damaged – Tash loaned back wheel.
Glen – crash into Austrian junior in training wrecked his front wheel.  Able to buy a decent replacement set for $800.
Ricky = jockey wheel died during warm-up for relay.  A replacement from Kay’s bike was achieved with just minutes to
spare.

8) AUSTRIAN ORGANISATION
Events were generally well organised, with controls all in correct places; mapping consistent; officials ran good
meetings and always helpful.
-Races all within 30kms of the event centre was ideal as this meant travel times were short.
-Media production of small videos, photos etc was great.



- GPS tracking was great for race analysis later each night.
-Had to carry 2 SI sticks.    1.8metre SI Air was great.
-Weather was supposed to be coolish and wet but was 30plus for most.
Luckily the temperature dropped to mid 20’s for the loong  (47kms for elites) race.
-1.8 metre SI Air was utilised.   Riders were given a 2nd SI stick to carry for emergency.

EVENT ISSUES

1) Multiple problems with DSQ,’s due to cutting, in all forest events.
Cutting isn’t allowed in Austria and the maps all had multitudes of dead end tracks and also lots of minor tracks
that were hard to identify.  In the first race the elite female winner announced at the flower ceremony was
subsequently Dnf’ed for cutting & she only found this out just before the medal ceremony.  Subsequently they
checked the top 10 placegetter’s GPS tracks before the flower ceremony.
2) DSQ - ability to protest.
-For those outside the top 10 their DSQ was recorded later in the evening online and neither the rider / team leader
was made aware of this directly.  So we need some more rules / guidelines to allow protests by riders DSQ'ed who
aren't in the top 10.  It is just as important for riders finishing well down at 60th or whatever to record a finish
rather a DSQ, and to have the ability to protest and be heard.  This happened to NZ's Conal Bristow-Boland in the
long
-If a rider cuts without knowing and receives no benefit, as he still wastes time relocating and finding the control -
should this be Dsq or ignored?   Especially relevant to those who finish outside top 20.
-If cutting isn't allowed then juniors must have GPS trackers too.
3)  The lack of any control circle cutting was again a concern.  A repeat problem in MTBO.
This made worse the issue of identifying indistinct tracks.
4) Mass start – safety concern.
Only having 1 control where all riders emerged at end of each loop was bad and almost caused crashes as bunches
of riders tried to get close enough to get recorded.  Also caused some MP's as riders couldn't see it, as blocked
from sight.   Need another control on other side of road.
5) Control numbering on SI AIR blocks.
This year the numbers were just on the SI blocks and facing out.
With riders going past fast, as air distance was 1.8metres, the number is difficult to read.
6) Start quarantine areas were not always large enough, given the rider numbers.   On my suggestion Glen
Charlton had his parents bring over a set of rollers to use.
7) Long qualification.
In reality we only had 1 rider allocated a start in the Long “A” final.
However, the organisers had forgotten to get “B” maps printed, so all rode the long A.
On the positive side it is nice for every rider to get a world champs finisher position which only A class allows.
However having a B class means that less able riders can still finish in a reasonable time.
8) Sprint- safety & fairness issues
This initially was a health and safety concern with junior riders racing along a road and car park in which cars
were still moving in!
Also quarantine badly set up as later riders had a good view of earlier starters on the course.
9) Budget overspend. This was due to higher than expected hotel and car costs and the fact that the training
camp was several days longer than normal.  The 2017 team budget underspent was approximately the same, so no
extra rider payment was deemed necessary.
Riders contributed $800 each towards costs, plus paid for airfares & race and bike insurance.

10 - 2019 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS - DENMARK 27 July- 3 August.

Kay Haarsma (coach)


